
Data Quality Assessment
Effeciently ensure high
quality migration data

Is your data ready for Veeva?
UNDERSTAND RESOURCES NEEDS
One of the biggest challenges that migrations face is underestimation.
Frequently, Life Science companies downplay migrations as "just one" part of the
implementation process. Yet, the process is more complex than they think. With
a Data Quality Check, you can better understand resource requirements from
the start.

EFFICIENTLY CHECK DATA QUALITY
Short on time? Need to make a decision quickly? Let Epista's team assess the
quality of your data in under 2 weeks. In this time, you'll get a clear
understanding of everything you need to make informed decisions. This
includes resource estimates, a data quality report, and a cleaning effort estimate. 

DECREASE PROJECT RISK
Veeva implementation projects inherently come with risk. Minimize this risk as
much as possible by understanding the quality of your data, knowing the
required resource allocation, and preparing for possible improvement areas
ahead of time.

Epista's Data Quality Assessment Framework
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About Epista Life Science

What is included?

Data Quality Overview:

As a part of Epista's Data Quality Assessment, you will get a high level output of the overall
quality of your data. This includes a look at your metadata, the consistency of your data, data
mapping evaluation, and more where necessary,

Resource Allocation Estimates:
The Data Quality Overview and detailed collection of improvement areas will together give
you a base to estimate how much work needs to be done. With this information, our team can
help you determine both internal and external resource needs.

Improvement Areas:
In addition to the overview, you will also receive a categorized collection of areas where your
data can be improved. This gives your team a better understanding of what exactly needs to
be done (including Veeva-specific changes) and a place to start from. 

Expert Migration Support:
Your Epista migration expert(s) will not only help you understand your Data Quality
Assessment, but can continue to provide support throughout your migration process. From
automation to best practice, you will be provided with professional advice and knowledge.

Epista Life Science is a team of experts working to continuously improve
compliance and business. We do this by pioneering new methodologies and
implementing technologies to help Life Science companies balance risk and
efficiency to achieve more. As a Veeva Preferred Service Partner and trusted
implementation partner, we are confident that our experts can ensure you get the
most value out of your Veeva system before and after migration.

Can Epista help you?
Scan the QR code to fill out the contact form or send us an email at
info@epista.com and one of our experts will get in touch with you! 

Functional Feature: Traffic Light Visualization

Epista's Data Qualirty Assessment is designed to simplify the
process. That is why the data quality output uses a traffic light
style visualization to help you understand the quality of your
data with one simple glance.

Green = Strong
Yellow = Okay
Red = Weak


